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WE FINISHED OUR WORK . . .

WEXLER, LARRY
Many-sided: Personality, ability, agility.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY (Pres.), Division Officer, Key Club, Local Honor Society, Math Club, Navillus (Section Ed.), Rangers (Asst. Chief), Safety Unit, Scholarship Club, Sentinel Rep.

WHALEN, STEVEN R.
Thinker: Honesty as rare as a man without self-pity.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY, Chess Club, Local Honor Society, Math Club, Office Aide, Orchestra, Scholarship Club, Sentinel Staff, Student Gov't., Symphonic Choir.

WHITE, JUDY
Attractive: A winning smile.

WOLF, SANDY
Gifted: Her voice assures her success.
Girls’ Choir, Junior Dance Comm., Library Aide, Pep Squad, Pom-Pom Girl.

WOLFER, MICHAEL
Industrious: Hard work is the key to success.
Division Officer, Projection Crew, Service Boy, Swimming Team.

YASUKAWA, LINDA
Sincere: Truth is a precious pearl.
Folk Song Club, Junior Dance Comm., Symphonic Choir.

YOUNG, ROBERT
Contemplative: Thought before speech gives meaning to words.
Key Club, Latin Club, Local Honor Society, Navillus (Section Editor, Rep.), Projection Crew, Sentinel Rep.

ZAIDENBERG, LAURA
Adaptable: Talent and intelligence.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY, Gym Leader, Library Aide, Service Girl.

ZAMOST, MARCIA
Unassuming: Those who know themselves know all.
Counselor’s Aide, Folk Song Club, Local Honor Society, Sentinel Rep., Service Girl, Socialization, Student Gov’t., Symphonic Choir.

ZEDERMAN, HARVEY
Buddy: A friend to all.
Band, Senior Prom Comm., Service boy, Student Gov’t.

ZEE, ALLAN
Alice: He combines intellect and wit.
SALUTATORIAN, NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY, Junior Dance Comm., Key Club (Pres., Sec.), Lettermen’s Club, Math Club, Navillus (Business Manager), Rangers, Safety Unit (Chief), Scholarship Club, Senior Prom Place Comm. Chairman, Symphonic Choir (Accompanist), Student Council (Treas., Soph. Councilor, Sen. Councilor), Varsity Tennis.
HERE A CLUB, THERE A CLUB, EVERYWHERE A CLUB CLUB

BACK ROW: Maria Rosa, Mr. Mazur, Susan Gilmore, Sherry Karver, Mary Priego, Alan Lipkin, Joseph Gilmartin. FRONT ROW: Susan sugerman, Sara White, Nancy Mandler, Andrea Rhein, Debra Borenstein, Joan Abrams, Mary Cromydes, Jan Reich.

Billows of smoke issued forth from the science room. "Eureka! Eureka! We did it." Yep, they did it, all right. Two desks, three flasks, a graduated cylinder, and twenty-two feet of glass tubing. As the smoke cleared, the sooty forms of the Science Club members were seen frantically gasping for fresh air. It was another successful experiment. This group of aspiring young scientists were once again furthering their scientific prowess and curiosity. Within a short time, due to the unending research performed by this undaunted group, you too will be able to partake of the fruit of their success. Yes, you can be the first one on your block to purchase a do-it-yourself atom smasher kit.

ADVANCED MATH


Overheard in Advanced Math class: "If you're wearing a three-cornered hat, you're wearing a triangle. If you're not wearing a three-cornered hat, you're not wearing a triangle. Therefore, a triangle doesn't necessarily have three corners. That's logical. It naturally follows that a man without a head should wear a two-cornered hat. The converse is also true. If you're wearing a two-cornered hat, you shouldn't have a head. That's logical, too. Thus, the British won the Revolutionary War."
TEACHER’S EVERY WHIM . . .”

PROJECTION CREW

The boys service organizations are vital to the efficient functioning of school activities. The Stage Crew is responsible for the lighting, sound, and production of assemblies, shows, and special affairs. The Safety Unit insures orderly, efficient, and safe evacuation during fire drills. Rangers is the elite service organization of the school. Their guidelines being “Scholarship, Service, Character,” Rangers serve in such capacities as operating the duplicating machine, serving as ushers at official school functions, and fulfilling special services requested by the office and faculty. The audio-visual facilities of the school which enhance the effectiveness of our education are operated by the Projection Crew. The Key Club’s “raison d’etre” is to serve the school and community and, in so doing, to instill in its members a sense of awareness and responsibility. Their activities are evinced by their slogan, “Inspire Individual Initiative.”

These organizations are comprised of enthusiastic and responsible boys whose sole aim is service.

BACK ROW: Thomas Sandy, Edward Barnett, Stuart Packer, Robert Young.
ROW 4: Leonard Cutler, Gerald Giba, Gerald Netzky.
ROW 3: Stephen Kant, Mitchell Cohen, Glenn Heyman, Terry Horn.
ROW 2: Steven Cohen, Jay Gudeman, Martin Kaplan, Gordon Gault.
KNEELING: Lester Kaplan.

KEY CLUB

BACK ROW: Mr. Dalin, Robert Garber, Sidney Blumenthal, Alan Kosman, Jacob Morowitz, Thomas Sandy, Peter Meyers, Robert Young, Bruce Rapport.
ROW 2: Edward Blumen, Irwin Simon, Craig Blohm, Terry Sukenik, Steven Golbus, Daniel Perkins, Howard Greene, David Leerman, Terry Horn.
KNEELING: Jordan Libit, Allan Zee.
SENTINEL ASKS, "WHO, WHAT, WHERE."

EDITORIAL STAFF


An essential facet of school life is the free expression of ideas and thoughts, the dissemination of opinion, and the reporting of school events, activities, and experiences. The SULLIVAN SENTINEL, our school newspaper, satisfies this aspect of our educational experience. Under the direction of its sponsor, Miss Fannie Kovitz, and fine editorial and reporting staffs, the SENTINEL is truly an effective, refreshing, frank expression of our views and activities.

REPORTERS


SENTINEL REPS

SPANISH CLUB


SPANISH FOLK SONG CLUB


CHESS CLUB

CONCERT BAND
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